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Abstract 

Research into the teaching of English for Academic Purposes (TEAP) by examining observed lessons 

is essential, yet rare in the literature (Campion 2016). The move from the in-person classroom to 

online synchronous teaching, forced by the pandemic, gave an opportunity to capture and study 

data from recorded lessons without many of the difficulties of conventional classroom observation, 

with its essentially transitory nature. Legitimation Code Theory (Maton, 2013, 2020),  LCT, provides a 

framework for mapping an observed lesson as it moves through different content and tasks. Of 

particular interest are teachable moments (Haug 2014), TMs, because these are moments of teacher 

choice, which provide opportunities to scaffold student learning (Anderson, 2015). This study 

examined recordings of the same lesson taught by 32 different teachers on a university Pre-sessional 

English course in 2020 and used the Autonomy dimension of LCT to track TMs as they arose and 

unfolded in the lesson. The aim was to explore effective teacher agency, that is teachers’ ‘active 

contribution to shaping their work’ (Biesta, et al., 2015) in online synchronous EAP classrooms and 

what constrained it. A set of practical questions was developed to inform course design and 

materials writing and to support teaching practice and teacher education. 
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Introduction 

Teachers transitioning from general English language teaching (ELT) to teaching English for Academic 

Purposes (TEAP) often want to know how these types of language teaching are different (Campion, 

2016). The response is usually couched in terms of what should be taught and why, rather than how 
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it should be taught (Watson-Todd, 2003) or what role the teacher should take in a classroom 

(Macwilliam, 2008). Campion (2016) points to unhelpful generalisations of differences between ELT 

and TEAP with the former being presented quite negatively in the literature (ibid, p. 61) despite ELT 

experience being recognised as appropriate for TEAP, at least in a UK context (BALEAP, 2008, p.12). 

Campion (2016, p. 68) calls for more research on teaching, with data from peer or class observations 

of teachers who are themselves undergoing the transition from ELT to TEAP.  

 

The most common context for the transition from ELT to TEAP in the UK is summer pre-sessional 

English (PSE) courses, when large numbers of teachers are recruited on temporary contracts to help 

prepare international students for their degree studies. Teaching content and delivery on these 

courses is often highly prescribed by course designers, who have permanent contracts and can be in 

regular contact with subject lecturers to develop a PSE syllabus appropriate for their institution. This 

was certainly the case at Heriot-Watt University, the context for this study, where the PSE lesson 

materials were published as a coursebook. Opportunities for professional development for PSE 

teachers are rare (Alexander, 2007), the main ones being through supported delivery of EAP 

materials and formal observation of teaching for quality assurance purposes. The move to teaching 

online, in response to the global pandemic of 2020, provided opportunities for asynchronous 

observation in the recordings of online lessons.  

 

The highly prescribed nature of PSE syllabuses and materials constrains teacher agency: the freedom 

that teachers have to actively shape their classroom practice based on their past experience, present 

judgement and creativity (Biesta, et al., 2015). Opportunities for teacher agency are most likely to 

occur at those moments in a PSE lesson when students are encouraged to contribute their own 

understandings to a learning conversation (Sarma & Yoquinto, 2020; Glaswell & Parr, 2009). These 

moments may be planned or triggered spontaneously, e.g., by student questions, and can move a 

lesson in unexpected directions (Haug, 2014; Myhill & Warren, 2005). They are known variously in 
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the literature as teachable or critical moments (Haug, 2014; Myhill and Warren, 2005). The way 

teachers choose to exploit these offers a window onto their understanding of EAP content and 

pedagogy, their sensitivity to student needs in relation to tasks and their ability to scaffold learning. 

It also provides insights into the impact of course design on teaching practice, particularly significant 

for the lessons in this study, which were recorded during the pilot iteration of fully online, flipped 

learning courses. This study explores the Autonomy dimension from Legitimation Code Theory 

(Maton, 2013; Maton, 2020; Maton & Howard, 2018) as a proof of concept for tracking teachable 

moments (TMs) systematically through the specified lesson materials and as they unfold dynamically 

in  the lesson in order to evaluate their effectiveness. We aimed to answer the following research 

questions: 

What constitutes effective exploitation of TMs in online synchronous EAP classrooms? 

How can the analysis of TMs inform course design, materials writing and teaching practice? 

 

The following section reviews the literature on the nature of teachable moments, both planned and 

spontaneous, and sets out the challenges of the move to flipped learning online in response to the 

global pandemic. The Autonomy dimension of Legitimation Code Theory, used in this analysis,  is 

explained and operationalised in the context of the online PSE courses at Heriot-Watt University in 

2020. 

 

Teachable moments 

Teachable or critical moments are instances in a lesson when the flow is interrupted, allowing it to 

move in unexpected directions (Haug, 2014; Myhill & Warren, 2005). Teachable moments introduce 

uncertainty but also provide moments of teacher agency, in which teachers can choose whether to 

‘act by means of their environment’ (Biesta, et al., 2015 p. 626 ) to scaffold student learning (Myhill 

& Warren, 2005; Glaswell & Parr, 2009, Anderson, 2015). From a sociocultural perspective (van Lier, 

2008), which views classrooms as complex ecosystems, these moments constitute affordances in the 
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environment that can become learning opportunities but only if learners notice and act on them. For 

successful exploitation, teachable moments require a dialogic view of learning as ‘a process of 

creating, co-creating, sharing, and exchanging meanings across speakers, time, and space’ (van Lier, 

2008, p. 599). Biesta et al. (2015 p. 627) also note the emergent nature of teacher agency, enacted 

in the here-and-now while being informed by past experience. Experienced teachers have the 

capacity to recognise and exploit teachable moments but novice teachers, trained through an 

outcomes based approach to lesson planning, might miss them (Anderson, 2015). Even experienced 

teachers facing a new and challenging teaching context, e.g. a transition from ELT to TEAP or a 

transition to  teaching wholly online may not be fully equipped to recognise and exploit teachable 

moments that arise. 

 

Teachable moments have been explored at primary school level in whole class teaching (Myhill & 

Warren, 2005), in discussing writing (Glaswell & Parr, 2009) and during inquiry-based science lessons 

(Haug, 2014). Myhill & Warren (2005) characterised teachable moments as unplanned and triggered 

by student responses. They identified three kinds of teachable moments based on observed 

outcomes: those which created confusion due to the teacher’s insecure subject knowledge; those 

which prioritised lesson objectives rather than responding to learning needs; those responsive to 

student needs for space to explore ideas or link new concepts to existing understanding.   Haug 

(2014) included planned as well as spontaneous teachable moments since her data were collected 

from discussion phases of science inquiry lessons, in which students shared experiences and 

teachers could anticipate questions. She identified planned teachable moments that were missed 

because teachers lacked sufficient knowledge of science and of inquiry-based pedagogy. Glaswell & 

Parr (2009) analysed case studies of ‘exemplary teachers of writing’ (p. 352) to identify effective 

teachable moments in writing conferences with students. They highlight the importance of a deep 

understanding of formative assessment: ‘teachers need to know where their students are in their 
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learning, where each student needs to go to become more skilled, and how classroom talk can 

create a meaningful scaffold’ (p. 360). 

 

Teachable moments have received little attention from researchers in higher education contexts. 

Those studies which exist (Wu & Badger, 2009; Atai & Nejadghanbar, 2017) focus on unpredictable 

questions about subject-specific vocabulary in the carrier content used to develop academic literacy. 

The sample size in each study was small (n= 4 or 5) and the studies focused on the strategies 

teachers employed to deal with their lack of subject knowledge. The lack of research into teachers’ 

actions when faced with teachable moments may be explained in part by the difficulty of seeing 

them during formal observations of teaching, due to the ‘observer’s paradox’ (Labov, 1972, p.209). 

Teachers feel less inclined to depart from their lesson plan when an observer is in the classroom. 

However, one outcome of moving teaching and learning online was that all lessons were recorded as 

a resource for students. This meant observations could be conducted asynchronously, using these 

recordings, thus reducing the observer's paradox. 

 

The challenge of Covid 19 and the move to flipped learning 

Teachable moments arise during collaborative conversations (Sarma & Yoquinto, 2020; Glaswell & 

Parr, 2009; van Lier, 2008; Laurillard, 2002), in which students’ talk enables teachers to assess their 

understanding and provide formative feedback to take them to the next level. Although these 

learning conversations occur naturally in face-to-face classrooms, the move online in response to the 

global pandemic introduced an unfamiliar pedagogical approach (flipped learning) combined with a 

new mode of online delivery. Most teachers have experienced a blend of Technology Enhanced 

Language Learning (TELL) with face-to-face classroom teaching but the move to teaching wholly 

online introduced unfamiliar affordances and new challenges.  
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Definitions of flipped learning usually contrast what students do inside face-to-face classrooms –  

characterised as dynamic, interactive, group-learning spaces –  with what they do outside, working 

individually on a computer (Bishop & Verleger, 2013; Flipped Learning Network, 2014; Correa, 2015; 

Marshall & Kostka, 2020). The outside space can be used to present descriptions of content, e.g. in 

videos, with computer-based activities that are low on Bloom’s taxonomy such as convergent tasks 

which have single right answers. This frees the interactive space for divergent tasks in the upper 

levels of Bloom’s taxonomy: application, analysis and evaluation (Marshall & Kostka, 2020). This 

student-centred approach has the potential to increase the amount of interaction in class and 

reduce the amount of teacher talking time (Marshal & Kostka, 2020). Teacher presence is crucial to 

the success of the flipped learning approach where ‘the teacher’s role is to observe students’ 

interactions, provide feedback, assess their work, and maintain a presence that offers support and 

validation of student efforts’ (ibid, p. 4). The student also has a responsibility to prepare for the 

flipped classroom, taking ownership of the material and playing an active role by asking questions 

and by collaborating with peers to delve deeper into the content and tasks (Correa, 2015; Akçayır & 

Akçayır, 2018). 

 

Flipped learning approaches originally excluded wholly online learning (Correa, 2015) on the basis 

that teacher presence and direct interaction between students was crucial. However, technology can 

now support the alignment of flipped learning principles with online learning spaces (Marshal & 

Kostka, 2020). Real time participation in synchronous online sessions with teacher and peers is 

clearly distinguished from teacher-led activities that have been moved to asynchronous out of class 

study. Furthermore, the use of asynchronous discussion spaces or personal blogs encourages peer 

interaction (Garrison, Anderson, and Archer, 2010), arguably developing a richer social presence 

than emerges from conventional classrooms. Asynchronous interaction enables students to build a 

community of practice to ‘communicate purposefully in a trusting environment, and develop 

interpersonal relationships’ (ibid p. 7). 
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The key factors necessary for successful exploitation of teachable moments in synchronous online 

classrooms include a deep understanding of teaching content, the ability to characterise these 

moments, as they arise, in relation to that content and the confidence to depart from a planned 

lesson in principled ways to encourage and support learning (Myhill & Warren, 2005; Glaswell & 

Parr, 2009; Haug, 2014). Teachers also need to be familiar with the flipped learning approach and its 

orientation towards problem solving and inquiry-based learning.  The course materials and tasks 

have to align appropriately with the flipped approach in order to support teachers to understand 

their role as a ‘meddler-in-the-middle’ (Macwilliam, 2008, p. 265) with a ‘disposition to be usefully 

ignorant’ (ibid, italics in the original) in a more equal partnership with students. Teachers need to 

understand the affordances of the online mode of delivery but also be able to deal with technical 

issues. Those teachers with prior experience of the PSE courses or of teaching online are likely to 

have developed routines that free up capacity to respond to this unfamiliar and complex 

environment (Tsui, 2003). Nevertheless, there is also likely to be a wide range of confidence and 

competence in exploiting teachable moments. This study is a proof of concept for the use of the 

Autonomy framework from Legitimation Code Theory (Maton, 2013; Maton, 2020; Maton & 

Howard, 2018) as a means to track teachable moments systematically as they unfold dynamically 

across a lesson. With this analysis, we aim to explore the impact of the course design and materials 

on the ability of teachers to exploit teachable moments effectively in a specific online lesson. 

 

Legitimation code theory 

Legitimation Code Theory (LCT) is a multi-dimensional framework for researching and shaping 

practice, which builds on the work of Bourdieu and Bernstein (see Martin, Maton & Doran, 2020, pp 

10–16  for a discussion of the antecedants of LCT). LCT aims to understand knowledge as an object in 

itself, and to explore how different forms of knowledge shape, enable or constrain social practices, 

for example teaching and learning (Maton, 2013; Maton, 2020). It consists of a series of dimensions 
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(sets of concepts) for analyzing the organising principles underlying knowledge practices (Maton, 

2013; Maton, 2020): Specialization explores the relations between knowledge and knowers (Maton 

& Chen, 2020); Semantics considers how knowledge builds cumulatively over time or transfers to 

other contexts (Monbec, 2018); Autonomy explores how knowledge from different fields might be 

integrated (Maton & Howard, 2018). Recently, researchers have been applying Legitimation Code 

Theory specifically to EAP teaching and learning (Cowley-Haselden, 2020; Ingold & O’Sullivan, 2017; 

Kirk, 2018; Monbec 2018,). Each LCT dimension consists of high level concepts, applicable in many 

different contexts, with an internal language of description that relates these constituent concepts in 

a set of codes. These codes explore the basis of legitimacy as determined by the knowers in that 

context in order to establish which practices are possible and valued (Maton, 2020). Each study 

enacting an LCT dimension also develops an external language to define the referents for the 

constituent codes within a specific context for analysis: for example in this study, the context is an 

online lesson on writer’s voice. This external language is termed a translation device.  It develops 

iteratively in dialogue with data gathering and analysis, only reaching its final form towards the end 

of the analysis (Maton & Chen, 2016; Kirk, 2018). 

 

The present study makes use of the LCT dimension of Autonomy. This dimension consists of two 

concepts of varying strengths, positional autonomy (PA+, PA–)  and relational autonomy (RA+, RA–), 

which together generate a two-dimensional matrix, the Autonomy plane  (Maton & Howard, 2018, 

p. 6) , across which to track pathways, such as teachable moments, dynamically as a lesson unfolds. 

The internal and external languages of description for Autonomy are outlined in more detail below.  
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 Figure 1 The Autonomy plane showing the relation between content & purposes 

 

‘Autonomy begins from the simple premise that any set of practices comprises constituents  

that are related together in particular ways. The constituents and the basis of how they are  

related together may take many forms’ (Maton & Howard, 2018 p. 6).  In the present study, a single 

lesson aiming to activate writer’s voice consists of artefacts (the materials of the lesson) and actors 

(the teachers and students) that are related through explicitly stated lesson aims and the teachers’ 

enactment of these in teachable moments (TMs), resulting in the integration of different types of 

knowledge. It should be noted that the use of the term Autonomy in LCT is different from its use in 

traditional learning and teaching contexts, where it refers to the ability to work independently 

towards self-selected goals. 

 

In this context, stronger positional autonomy (PA+) refers to content, such as the lesson materials, 

that is specific to teaching English for Academic Purposes (EAP) and to this particular lesson, while 

weaker positional autonomy (PA–) could include materials that teachers might introduce from other 

Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) contexts or topics introduced by students in a class 

discussion. Stronger relational autonomy (RA+) might be enacted by following the specific aims of 
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this lesson in relation to the prescribed materials, whereas weaker relational autonomy (RA–) might 

involve unrelated purposes introduced by teachers or students, for example questions about 

assessment. These two continua of strengths vary independently across a plane to generate four 

autonomy codes. The sovereign code (PA+, RA+) describes the target lesson content and purpose, 

established in this study by the materials writers and course designers prior to the course, with the 

expectation that teachers prior understanding and experience will enable them to enact this content 

and purpose.  Whereas, the exotic code (PA–, RA–) describes content unconnected to the target, 

e.g., students’ own experience, which might form the trigger for a spontaneous teachable moment. 

The other two codes describe situations where teachers use different content to achieve the same 

purpose (introjected PA–, RA+) or the same content for a different purpose (projected PA+, RA–). 

 

As noted above, the dimensions and codes are abstract concepts, which are defined without 

reference to particular targets in a data collection context. Each study establishes translation devices 

to specify what participants in that context would view as abstract or concrete and central or 

peripheral to the activity and purposes (Maton & Howard, 2018). In this study, the course design and 

materials were developed by the authors, who were also programme managers, with detailed 

teachers’ notes and visuals provided for the delivery. There was thus a prior expectation about what 

constitutes legitimate, i.e. effective, teaching of this lesson face-to-face. However, this expectation 

did not encompass effective online teaching, which was not well-understood at the time. The 

translation device below (Table 1) provides a means of tracking shifts in the Autonomy plane over 

the lesson (Maton & Howard, 2018) as teachers make choices about how they and their students 

should interact with the materials. 

PA, RA Intended content & aim of 
the materials 

Examples of teacher actions from the lesson 
recordings 

PA+, RA+  
Sovereign 
Core content & purpose 

Arguing from sources with 
writer’s voice: core tasks & 
identification of key 
components of writer’s 

Essay title analysis, definition, evaluation, 
source selection, planning an answer. 
Evaluating example texts,  
Avoiding plagiarism by developing writer’s 
voice 
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PA+, RA– 
Projected  
Core content different 
purpose 

voice  & language to 
achieve them 

Link to course assessment 
Link to other types of assessment, e.g., IELTS 
Referencing conventions,  
Avoiding plagiarism with form-focused 
paraphrasing  

PA–, RA+ 
Introjected 
Different content same 
purpose 

Other content not directly 
related to the core tasks 
 

Explanations that link non-target content to 
sovereign lesson aims, 
Student own drafts for analysis  

PA–, RA– 
Exotic 
Different content 
different purpose 

Situations or experience familiar to students: 
understanding of health services, individual 
concepts for assignments  
Metaphors from subject lecturers 

Table 1 The translation device for Autonomy in a lesson on activating writer’s voice 

 

Course materials and tasks position lesson activities across the autonomy plane in terms of their 

content and purpose and enactment of these codes shifts as the lesson proceeds. Tracking the 

position of teachable moments as they unfold can identify pathways similar to those outlined in 

Maton & Howard (2018, p. 9) as shown in Figure 2 and outlined below.  

Figure 2 Pathways around the Autonomy plane showing stays, trips and tours 

 

The materials position the start of the lesson in the sovereign code, with a presentation of the 

purposes (aims of the lesson) and related activities or tasks. Tasks and activities may follow 

pathways that remain within the sovereign code as autonomy stays. For example, a teacher might 

unpack or gloss vocabulary items that she considers unfamiliar to students. A teachable moment, 

either planned or spontaneous, may initiate a pathway into any of the other three codes. The 
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pathway may terminate in this different code as a one way trip, move around it as an autonomy 

stay, or make a return trip to the sovereign code. Alternatively it may take a tour around and within 

other codes before returning to the sovereign code, where it began. For example, if students’ 

knowledge of academic argument does not align with the concept of writer’s voice presented in the 

materials, then eliciting their current understanding might initiate a trip to the exotic code by 

moving away from the target content and purpose (weakening PA and RA). In order to demonstrate 

to students how their current knowledge is different from the target content and to integrate the 

new concept of writer’s voice into their existing understanding, the teacher or other students can 

move the discussion from the exotic to the introjected code, thus turning towards the core purpose 

(strengthening RA) before returning to the sovereign code with an explicit label for the new concept. 

Maton & Howard (2018, p. 12) argue that ‘tours are a key to integrative knowledge-building. […] 

integrating different knowledge practices requires not only leaving one code to engage with others 

but also bringing knowledge back to that code.’ 

 

Thus far we have described a single dimension of Legitimation Code Theory, Autonomy, which is 

independent of other dimensions such as Semantics. However, Maton & Howard (2018, p. 32) 

suggest that ‘further research may show that autonomy tours require semantic waves to integrate 

different knowledge practices cumulatively’. It is important to note that while these dimensions may 

be used together, they are independent of each other and relations between them will be for 

specific enactments, not inherent connections. Nevertheless, a key feature common to both 

Semantic and Autonomy dimensions in our context would seem to be the use of semantically dense, 

context independent abstract labels, such as writer’s voice or critical evaluation as explicit signals for 

waving up on a semantic profile or returning home to the sovereign code as described in this study. 

Such abstract labels are referred to by Martin (2013) as power words because their greater semantic 

density summarises a large amount of knowledge and allows students to rise above context 
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dependent understandings. These abstract labels support metacognition for both teachers and 

students and hence the transfer of learning to new academic contexts. 

 

Metacognition and power words for reflection and transfer 

Metacognition involves ‘thinking about thinking’ through self-regulation, self-awareness and self-

direction (Hiver et al., 2019. P. 8). Researchers from a wide variety of disciplines highlight 

metacognition as a key factor for success in learning (see Zepeda et al., 2018; Hiver et al., 2019 for 

reviews) and encourage the development of metacognition in both learners and teachers. 

Metacognitive teachers engage in conscious intentional thinking about their classroom practices and 

are able to articulate what they know and do not know about their subject content together with 

the rationale for strategies that promote effective learning of that content (Haukås, 2018; Zepeda et 

al., 2018; Hiver et al., 2019). This is particularly important in teaching academic language and literacy 

practices because learners are expected to be able to transfer their learning by making ‘mindful 

abstractions of knowledge items to use in a new context’ (Monbec, 2018, p. A-89). Formation of 

such ‘mindful abstractions’ is supported in the Semantic dimension by ‘waving up’ on the semantic 

profile, using power words to capture dense summaries of key concepts and returning home (i.e. 

back to the sovereign code) on the autonomy plane to integrate students’ existing knowledge with 

the new concepts. 

 

Monbec (2018) refers to one view of EAP teaching as an intuitive practical skill with some teachers 

reluctant to engage with theory and the knowledge base arising from research (p. A-93). However, 

the development of teacher metacognition requires engagement with content knowledge and 

pedagogical knowledge (Haukås, 2018; Hiver et al., 2019). The more intuitive practical approach can 

lead to situations in which teachers unpack concepts and vocabulary into less technical everyday 

language but rarely repack explanations or examples into abstract metacognitive labels or power 
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words representing constellations of meaning. This approach segmentalizes knowledge in specific 

contexts and creates barriers to transfer (Maton, 2013; Martin, 2013; Monbec, 2018). 

 

Tracking teachable moments across the Autonomy codes provides a mechanism for assessing the 

extent of teachers’ content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge through their ability to bring 

Autonomy trips and tours home using semantically dense abstractions expressed in power words. 

This can promote cumulative and integrative learning for students and support transfer (Monbec, 

2018). Identifying examples of good practice in teachable moments for teachers to reflect on, in 

comparison with their own practice, can contribute to the development of teacher metacognition, 

which helps teachers enact legitimate, i.e. effective, agency in a TEAP context. The following section 

outlines the lesson on activating writer’s voice in more detail with examples of two planned 

teachable moments, which were used to refine the translation device and to operationalise the 

identification of spontaneous teachable moments. 

 

The context for the study 

The context for this research was the Pre-sessional English (PSE) programmes at Heriot-Watt 

University, supporting students to meet the English condition on their degree offers for the 

academic year 2020-21. These PSE programmes use a coursebook, Access EAP: Frameworks, that 

simulates learning to do English for Academic Purposes (EAP) in the same way that academic 

subjects such as Biology, Physics or Management Studies are learned, by studying high level abstract 

concepts: for example, evolution, thermodynamics, leadership. These power words (Martin, 2013) 

are unpacked and illustrated, in their respective disciplines, through lectures, readings, case studies 

and laboratory or field work, providing opportunities for embodied cognition, learning & 

remembering through experiencing (Sarma & Yoquinto, 2020; Laurillard, 2012). These concepts are 

then reformulated as high level models, theories and natural laws, capable of explaining phenomena 

in a wide variety of contexts in the real or virtual worlds. The use of metaphor to explain new 
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concepts in terms of students’ familiar experiences is a particularly common pedagogical device in 

these disciplines.  Access EAP: Frameworks uses power words in the form of graduate attributes 

(Barrie 2006; Laurillard, 2012), e.g., critical reflection, research-mindedness, as its highest level 

organising principle. Graduate attributes concern ‘the way that knowledge is developed and used by 

the individual, […] a capability that transcends content and context (Laurillard, 2012, p.23). Each unit 

of Access EAP: Frameworks develops one graduate attribute, which is unpacked as what the 

university expects, often employing common academic metaphors, e.g. research is a journey. Tasks 

are built around case studies of exemplar students negotiating their way through situations and 

challenges that many students face at university. Access EAP: Frameworks supports students to link 

high level concepts, the graduate attributes, to lower level procedural competencies and skills, e.g. 

text analysis, in order to understand texts they read and relate them to their own experience, before 

repurposing the ideas in new contexts to create their own performances in spoken or written texts. 

The aim is to develop students’ metacognitive awareness of what kind of thing they are doing, the 

best way to go about it and the appropriate language to use. This forms part of the knowledge base 

of EAP.  

 

All PSE lessons in 2020 at Heriot-Watt University were delivered online in flipped learning mode. 

Students were given a PowerPointTM (PPT) presentation with a teacher voiceover to guide them 

through tasks in the course e-book in order to spend a minimum of three hours preparing for each 

50 minute synchronous lesson. A selection of these slides (without voiceover but with answer keys) 

was prepared for teachers to use in a synchronous class, delivered  in Blackboard CollaborateTM. The 

materials, teachers’ notes and the PPT presentations for this lesson are available online (Alexander, 

Wordpress blog]. In addition, students were expected to spend a minimum of four hours each week 

posting drafts of assessed work to a Discussion Board and informal reflections on their learning to a 

Personal Blog. These asynchronous activities were intended to create a class community of practice 

to support synchronous online interaction. 
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The observed lesson was from a unit on Critical Reading and Academic Argument, delivered towards 

the end of week 5 in each of three PSE courses. Sections 1-3 of the unit introduce, unpack, illustrate 

and repack features of high level concepts, power words such as a point of view, a nuanced stance, 

reasonable scepticism, writer’s voice. These are then brought together and applied in more depth in 

section 4: Arguing from sources with writer’s voice as a consolidation and application of these 

concepts. Two core learning outcomes for this lesson were procedural: i.e. how to activate writer’s 

voice through planning an assignment; and analytical, i.e. how to recognise the components of 

writer’s voice in two exemplar student texts. The core of the lesson is an essay question to critically 

evaluate definitions of health for use by health professionals. In the first procedural component, 

students are supported to develop their own provisional point of view by analysing the essay 

question and by brainstorming what they know about this topic. They survey a references list and 

extracts from these sources to plan how they would undertake this assignment. In the second 

analytical phase, students refer to a framework of components for writer’s voice, developed in an 

earlier lesson, in order to identify these components in two exemplar student texts and the language 

used to achieve them. Finally, students discuss and later revise their own assignment, due for 

submission the following day, in terms of the features and language of writer’s voice identified in the 

lesson. 

 

The lesson included two planned teachable moments (PTMs), which departed from the main aims. 

The first was a review, from a previous lesson, of metaphors for writer’s voice coined originally  by 

Heriot-Watt University subject lecturers in Logistics and Materials Science. They refer to a string of 

pearls – a list of paraphrases from sources with no voice – or the juice from a lemon – the student 

engaging with ideas from sources to present their own point of view, their voice. The second PTM 

was a critical response to an early seminal definition of health from the World Health Organisation 

(WHO, 1946): ‘Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and not merely 
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the absence of disease or infirmity’. The aim was to show students that their own understanding of 

health services is a valid starting point for critical evaluation of this definition. The pathways for 

these two teachable moments, recommended by the materials designers, are set out and illustrated 

in the next section. 

 

Data collection and analysis 

The data gathered in this research consisted of recordings of 32 online synchronous 50 minute 

classes delivering the same lesson on activating writer’s voice. The lesson chosen for the analysis had 

been used as an interview task for teacher recruitment. Thus, teachers delivering the lesson had 

demonstrated in their interview that they understood the concept of writer’s voice. However, there 

was a range of prior experience of teaching this lesson on PSE courses at Heriot-Watt University. 

Teachers on the 14-week course (T 1 – 5) had 1-3, 6 or 15 years’ experience of teaching this course 

with these materials. All teachers on the 10-week course (T 6 – 10) were new to the course in 2020, 

while out of 22 teachers on the 6-week course only five teachers (T 16, 22, 27 – 29) had between 1 

and 3 years’ previous experience on the course. 

 

Ethical approval for this research was obtained from the institution’s ethics committee and teachers 

and their students gave informed consent for recordings of the lesson to be used in the research. 

Class sizes ranged between 5 and 10 students. Recordings, which included spoken interaction, 

annotations of presentation slides and class chat facility, were downloaded from the Blackboard 

CollaborateTM platform and uploaded to Microsoft StreamTM, where the closed caption function was 

used to create initial transcriptions of the lessons. Both planned and spontaneous teachable 

moments (PTMs and STMs) were identified for each recorded lesson during the iterative 

development of the translation device in Table 1.  PTMs 1 and 2 were intended to last no longer than 

about 5 minutes. For STMs, It was decided that to be characterised as autonomy pathways, rather 

than simple glosses to unpack vocabulary items, STMs should last more than one minute. The 
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intended autonomy pathways for the two planned teachable moments are outlined and illustrated 

with effective examples below. 

 

Planned teachable moments 

The first planned teachable moment (PTM) occurs at the beginning of the lesson with a  review of 

metaphors, coined by subject lecturers and used in a previous lesson to introduce the concept of 

writer’s voice. The pearls and lemons metaphors are abstract but simple enough to be accessible to 

low-proficiency level students. They serve to partially unpack the concept so as to ground it in 

students’ everyday understandings, thus initiating the autonomy tour into the exotic code (PA–, RA). 

The planned pathway then moves to the introjected code (PA–, RA+) as students and teacher explain 

that the metaphors refer to using the ideas of other writers uncritically or by transforming them. It 

returns to the sovereign code (PA+, RA+) when either teacher or students use the power word to 

label the concept writer’s voice. In the example below, the teacher is adopting a disposition of 

‘useful ignorance’ (Macwilliam, 2008, p.265) to probe students’ understandings more deeply. 

T 29: Remember from yesterday we had the metaphors. What do you guys remember about 

the lemon juice and the pearls? 

S1: The pearls means others’ ideas. You cannot just put other’s ideas together and um hide 

behind them. You should show your own ideas. 

S2: You should think critically and do something, um change to present your voice? 

T 29: Mmm Why is it important to present your voice? 

S3: I think it’s better hear the readers to understand the purpose of your article [T: mm hm] 

and get the meaning of the article clearly and exactly. 

T 29: And do you find now from us discussing this that you can see writer’s voice when you 

read the articles, when you’re reading academic journals now? 

S1: Yes I can see the writer’s voice. 

T 29: And why do we want to avoid the pearls? Why do we not want that? You remember 

the pearls we spoke about? 

S1: Yes, pearls means like others’ opinions – their voice [T: mm] …and we could not put 

others’ pearls together and without your own voice. 
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T 29: That’s right. We want to connect the ideas with our own voices, right? [S1: yes] To 

show your argument, whether it’s strong argument or if you’re distancing yourself, 

counterclaiming, so your reader can better understand what it is you’re trying to say. 

 

 

Figure 3 An example of the first Planned Teachable Moment (PTM) 

The teacher takes the students into the exotic code by referring to the lemons and pearls 

metaphors; students explain the metaphor, moving the discussion to the introjected code and then 

to the sovereign code using the power word voice. The teacher takes them back to the introjected 

code to ask why voice is important and then again into the exotic code to ask why we don’t want 

pearls. A student moves the discussion back to the introjected code by linking pearls to others’ ideas 

and the need to present your own voice. Finally the teacher moves the discussion back to the 

sovereign code linking argument and voice. 

 

The second planned teachable moment invites students to interact with an early definition of health 

from the WHO. Students are asked to think about scenarios of health services they are familiar with 

and whether the definition would be realistic and achievable in that context. This initiates a move 

into the exotic code (PA–, RA–). The planned pathway then moves to the introjected code (PA–, RA+) 

when students turn back to the purpose by explaining how their example supports or challenges the 
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definition or is a practical application of it. They may also unpack the wording or scope of the 

definition. There is a return to the sovereign code (PA+, RA +) when teacher or students refer to 

reading with critical questions or  critical evaluation. In the example below, the teacher explicitly 

labels the activity at the beginning and end as critically assessing the definition. 

T 9: Right so now let's look at one of the definitions,  so this is the one by the WHO from 

1946. So here are questions for you to discuss briefly: Is this achievable? Is it useful for 

health professionals? Can you think of situations in your health service when a definition 

would be necessary? … So what we are doing here is we are trying to assess, trying  to 

evaluate this definition.  

A student responds in the chat that the definition is achievable and the teacher challenges him to 

explain why he thinks so. She suggests a number of scenarios to test the concept of physical or social 

well-being referred to in the definition, e.g. someone who is blind or physically disabled or struggles 

to understand an academic subject. She interacts with two students to explore these scenarios, 

before summarising the discussion. 

T 9: OK so … the message here is when you find definitions or claims things in the literature 

it’s good to just pause and reflect rather than … you just take it up and […] you begin to 

advocate actively for it. Critical thinking means when you read something, reflect over it, 

generate some questions.  […] as you reflect you are actually critically engaging with this 

material. And possibly you can even challenge it.  
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Figure 4 An example of the second Planned Teachable Moment (PTM) 

 

Effective teaching for integrative knowledge building involves ‘not only leaving one code to engage 

with others but also bringing knowledge back to that code’ (Maton & Howard, 2018, p. 12). 

Metacognitive knowledge is made explicit using power words (Martin, 2013) to label moves in 

knowledge building which return home. Both planned and spontaneous teachable moments were 

thus characterised for each recorded lesson in terms of the degree of student interaction, the moves 

to exotic and introjected codes to elicit and explain students’ knowledge of the world and the 

presence of metacognitive labels to return home. 

 

Results and discussion 

Thirty-two online synchronous 50 minute classes delivering the same lesson on activating writer’s 

voice were analysed. Some teachers returned to teach the courses in 2021 and contributed their 

reflections on their 2020 lesson. In addition, permission from teachers and their students to use 

their data in this study had to be sought prior to the end of the 2020 PSE courses so only the first ten 

teachers (teaching 14 and 10-week courses) had already delivered this lesson when they were 
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approached for permission to include their lesson recording. The fact that teachers knew that all 

lessons would be recorded, as a resource for students, meant that the observer’s paradox (Labov, 

1972, p.209)  was not avoided for 22 teachers. Three teachers commented on the impact of knowing 

whether or not the lesson would be observed. 

T 3: I had no inkling the lesson would be observed […] I am glad of the opportunity to be seen 

as I really am without any pretence. For better or worse! 

T 16: I was aware that this lesson would be listened to by others and that always makes me 

slightly uncomfortable! 

T 20: I think I panicked about being observed and the students for some reason chose that 

day to be particularly unresponsive and I ended up reading the slides. 

 

Teachers and students sometimes experienced technical difficulties with the online platform when 

bandwidth problems prevented students from using cameras or taking part in breakout rooms for 

small group discussion. Although class sizes were small, between 5 and 10 students, the technical 

problems together with unfamiliar affordances of the online platform created barriers to 

spontaneous interaction in collaborative conversations. Experienced teachers have established 

routines for interaction in their face-to-face classrooms, thus freeing cognitive space to respond 

flexibly to teachable moments (Tsui, 2003, Haug, 2014). In dealing with the challenges of teaching 

wholly online, teachers may have had reduced capacity to fully exploit teachable moments that 

arose. In fact, our data showed no significant differences in numbers of TMs nor time taken for TMs 

between more experienced and less experienced teachers or between teachers who knew or did not 

know their lesson would be observed. 

 

A further constraint derived from the PowerpointTM (PPT) slides provided as visuals for the flipped 

lesson. With the time pressure to create materials for online delivery in 2020, these visuals were 

simply copies of selected preparation PPT slides, without the voiceover. They were too detailed with 

little indication of salient discussion points for flipped learning. Teachers often used the expression 
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‘to get through’ the materials and noted that the pressure of time led to reduced interaction or a 

sense they were not teaching effectively: 

T 1: [during the lesson] We’ve got a lot to get through today and I don’t want to go overtime. 

[from reflection] I've rather resigned myself to the horrible imbalance of [teacher and 

student talking time].  […] I've struggled not to slip into me monologuing. 

T 3: [from reflection]  the lesson was more of a lecture than an EAP student-teacher or 

student-student interaction. I think this came from my own feeling of pressure at getting 

through all the slides on time 

T 20: [from reflection]  I was slightly confounded trying to introduce certain ideas using a 

'pathway' I wasn't used to and would have benefitted from straying from it, even a little. 

Instead I tried to stick with the lesson as set out in the slides.  

Anon. feedback survey [not a study participant]: Occasionally, the [synchronous] slides were 

too close to the Preparation slides or were set up as answer keys making the teachers feel 

and appear to be superfluous. Teachers should be used more effectively than as biological 

answer keys. 

These comments reflect reduced agency for these teachers in bringing their own experience and 

judgement to the delivery of the lesson. In response to this feedback this lesson was reconfigured 

for PSE 2021, when it was delivered over two 50 minute synchronous classes with fewer supporting 

PowerPointTM slides and clearer signalling of the metacognitive aspects of tasks. 

  

Planned teachable moments 

The summary analysis for the two planned teachable moments (PTMs) for 32 teachers is shown in 

Table 2. Despite the technical difficulties and unfamiliarity with the learning approach and the online 

platform, all teachers, with one exception, recognised and responded to at least one PTM. Teachers 

took an average of 3 minutes 28 seconds for PTM 1, a revision of the concept of writer’s voice, and 

an average of almost twice as long for PTM2. Teachers were largely successful in involving students 

in responding to PTMs. (Interaction is indicated as 1 in Table 2 if students contributed and 0 if only 

the teacher talked.) For PTM1, 19 of the 22 instances involved student contributions, either orally or 

in the chat function, with 22 out of 24 instances for PTM2. If the teacher or students used power 
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words (metacognitive labels) such as writer’s voice, critical evaluation or nuanced stance, to signal a 

return to sovereign code, this is indicated as a return home – with (1) or without (0) interaction. A 

part return indicates a tour from sovereign through exotic to introjected code without the final 

return home to the sovereign purpose and content of the lesson being fully achieved. 

 

Teacher 
Class size PTM 1  

Time * 
PTM 1 † 
interact  

Return 
home ‡ 

PTM 2 
Time * 

PTM 2 † 
Interact 

Return 
home ‡ 

14 week programme 
Entry level equivalent to IELTS 4.0 
T 1 8 1:17 0 0 13:02 1 1 part 
T 2 9    3:02 1  
T 3 10    5:06 0  
T 4 8 3:55 1 1 part‡ 4:26 1 1 
T 5 8    4:45 1  
10 week programme 
Entry level equivalent to IELTS 5.0 
T 6 7 2:24 1 1 7:35 1  
T 7 6 1:30 1 1 7:17 1 1 part 
T 8 7 5:43 1 1 2:49 1  
T 9 8 3:28 1 1 8:25 1 1 
T 10 8    8:43 1  
6 week programme 
Entry level equivalent to IELTS 5.5 
T 11 6    5:51 1 1 
T 12 6    12:04 1 1 
T 13 6 2:18 1 1    
T 14 6       
T 15 6 2:27 1 1 4:40 1 1 part 
T 16 6    5:04 1  
T 17 6 6:18 0 0    
T 18 5    5:53 0 0 
T 19 6 4:18 1 1    
T 20 6 1:56 1 1 6:45 1  
T 21 6    12:28 1 1 part 
T 22 6 5:33 1 1    
T 23 6 3:24 1 1 5:47 1 1 part 
T 24 6 4:40 0 0 3:44 1  
T 25 5 4:51 1 1 8:09 1 1 part 
T 26 6 1:43 1 1    
T 27 5 2:19 1     
T 28 5 2:46 1 1 part    
T 29 5 3:14 1 1 5:53 1  
T 30 5 4:02 1 1 4:54 1  
T 31 5 3:44 1 1 3:39 1  
T 32 5 3:15 1 1 3:29 1  
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Mean  3:28   6:24   
SD  1:23   3:08   
High  6:18   13:02   
Low  1:17   2:49   

* Time in minutes & seconds   
† Interact: 0 = teacher talks, no student interaction; 1 = students talk or write in chat function with interaction 
‡ Uses power words, writer’s voice/critical evaluation to return to sovereign (1/0, with or without interaction); 
part shows move to introjected, i.e. a partial return to sovereign (1/0, with or without interaction). 

Table 2 Summary data for Planned Teachable Moments (PTMs) for 32 teachers 

 

For PTM1, the revision of metaphors for writer’s voice, ten teachers chose to skip this teachable 

moment, giving the reason that it was discussed the day before. They missed the opportunity to 

encourage students to contribute early in the lesson, to check their ability to formulate the concept 

in their own words and to correct any misunderstanding. However, 22 teachers successfully 

completed this autonomy tour, with 19 returning to sovereign using power words. Sometimes a 

student made the complete autonomy tour, which the teacher reformulated: 

S: I think the lemons represent the material the teacher showed us or the material we found 

on the Internet and the juice represents the material after we reorganized and with our own 

claim. Our own stance. And the Pearl means we just put the material together and give back 

to you. 

T 7: Yes, the lemons are the sources. The juice is what you take out of the source, OK: how 

you take the information how you evaluate it and how you use it to develop your own 

position, your own stance.  

In other cases, learning conversations took place in the chat function with the teacher speaking: 

T 19: What do the lemons represent? Please use the chat box.  

S1: knowledge that teacher taught [T 19: good anything else] 

S2: informations and materials from other's research [T 19: very good] 

S3:  Ideas and conclusions of the original article 

S4: a metaphor for ideas cited in writing a paper 

T 19: Very good. […] What we’ve got here is the juice that makes a difference. If the lemons 

represent other people’s ideas in academic sources, what does the juice represent?  If you 

squeeze OK if you use persuasively, rather  than descriptively your sources, your academic 

sources. What have you got? You've got the juice? What is the juice?  
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S2: own voice [T 19: your own voice very good] 

S4: come up with your own opinion [T 19: come up with your own opinion, very good] 

S3: Your own conclusions and ideas, summarized from the original article 

T 19: Very good, you make very good points. So remember you can use your academic 

sources descriptively stringing together pearls perhaps on a necklace, citing  one source after 

the other but then there is no voice here. On the other hand what you’ve got is juice, your 

point of view in your reflection, your conclusions, your ideas. Eventually, your stance where 

you stand. 

Many teachers were able to exercise creative agency to thread this metaphor through the rest of the 

lesson and link it to the concept of writer’s voice, e.g., in comparing the exemplar student responses 

to the essay prompt: 

T 9: The sources are the lemons. You should be in control of your lemons. Squeeze out the 

lemons and use the juice to support your story. 

T 24: You’ll see that student A has answered more effectively by, so to speak, squeezing the 

juice from the lemons. They’ve gone beyond the sources, whereas student B has given us a 

cheap pearl necklace. There is very little writer’s voice. 

T 31: So it takes the source, takes the lemons and moves it forward, advances the argument 

and produces the juice. Whereas student B there is little to no writer’s voice. It is a string of 

pearls. It’s just repeating what the sources say. 

 

The second PTM provided an opportunity for students to view their own knowledge of the world as 

a valid starting point for a critical evaluation of a definition. The aim of this PTM was for students to 

experience the process of activating writer’s voice themselves by developing a perspective on the 

essay question. However, the materials did not make the purpose of this task or the amount of time 

to spend on it sufficiently clear to teachers. Only a small number of scenarios to challenge the 

definition were elicited from students: 

S with T 9: if someone is blind but she can move, walk like a normal person, she is healthy. 

S with T 23: Think of disability is born with and, uh, grow up with them . . . and don’t have 

any need to go to the hospital to ask for help from the doctor, I think they can be defined as 

healthy. 
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S with T 25: A colour blind… somebody cannot identify the green or red? Yeah, or the green 

and blue. They are healthy. 

 

Eleven out of 24 teachers managed a round trip into the exotic code, supporting students to give 

specific examples, and then to the introjected code to explain how the examples challenged the 

definition. Five of these teachers made the return home to the sovereign code with four involving 

the students in a learning conversation. (T 9 appears as the example in the Data collection section.) 

T 4 [following a brief dialogue with one student]: So you can see that [S name] and I have 

done a little bit of critical evaluation of this definition. 

T 11 [following group discussion in breakout rooms]: Yes it depends on the definition OK 

there could be different definitions and that applies to different people as healthy. […] It 

could be nuanced – as we’re doing with our writing It’s not completely black or white. 

T 12 [following an extended discussion of health scenarios with students]: this definition is 

not useful for professionals OK It’s too abstract […] So we have seen that this definition can 

be problematic. 

T 18 [following a teacher monologue introducing health scenarios]: We don't obviously have 

to agree that's not the point. The point is that we look at it from a critical perspective, so we 

actually ask ourselves these questions. 

 

Six teachers supported students to make the round trip to exotic and introjected codes but they 

closed off the task, making only a partial return towards the sovereign purpose of this task.  

T 15 [following contrasting student evaluations of the WHO definition]: This definition throws 

up a lot of discussion as we can see with the reactions to it from the 2 students.  

T 23 [in response to a student suggestion that someone born with a disability but who 

doesn’t need help from a doctor can be defined as healthy]: Yeah, very interesting. I like the 

way that you supported your view. […] Thank you good explanation. 

T 25 [following a discussion of colour blindness initiated by a student] You are right. So you 

can start to ask questions, can't you? And these questions are going to guide your reading. 

And say, well, I don't really agree with that definition. I want to find some alternative 

definitions that maybe I can agree with more. 
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Although this PTM was not intended simply to elucidate the meaning of the instruction word critical 

evaluation in relation to the definition, ten teachers viewed it this way. They initiated a one-way trip 

from sovereign to introjected code to evaluate the definition with general examples. They did not 

recognise this PTM as an opportunity to encourage students to use their own knowledge of the 

world to develop a perspective. 

T 6: [in response to students’ suggestions that the definition is too absolute and the scope 

too broad] Does that mean we also don't need any definitions? [S: No] OK, so we like 

definitions, we just need to change this definition. 

T 16:  [the definition is] maybe achievable some of the time but I have a problem with that 

word complete… that means it’s very narrow 

T 24:  [in response to a prompt to evaluate the definition] It's very theoretical and [S] is 

correct in pointing out it's very idealistic. It's not practical. It doesn't give Health practitioners 

a clear understanding of how to define health. It is extremely broad. 

Maton (2018, p. 33) refers to this stye of delivery, illustrated here and in the previous examples, as 

leaving knowledge practices segmented. There is no explanation of the significance of the task 

outcome or linking of student responses to power words to facilitate metacognition. 

 

Three teachers (T 1, T 12 and T 21) took a much longer time for this second PTM than the others 

(between 12:04 and 13:02 minutes). T 12 took the role of meddler-in-the-middle (Macwilliam, 2008) 

in a collaborative conversation to challenge students who suggested the definition was useful. This 

extended exchange demonstrated that the class had developed an effective community of practice 

with students willing to contribute orally or through the chat function to achieve a deeper 

understanding. In contrast, T 1 and T 21 indulged in chasing the topic of health well beyond the 

intended time allocation into the exotic code, with autonomy stays that strayed well away from the 

purpose of the task. T 1 explored the logic of using the WHO definition to make health funding 

decisions. However, in trying to encourage participation from students, he spent time attempting to 

understand contributions that were not especially relevant to a critical evaluation of definitions of 
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health. In the case of T 21, a student gave an appropriate response early on to his reformulated 

essay question: how good are definitions of health.  

S : complete health is quite hard to achieve…this definition actually gets no guidance for 

health professionals how to measure health in specific ways. 

T 21: That’s a great observation it doesn’t help people measure. We’ll be talking about ways 

you can measure using this example towards the end of the lesson. That’s a great point. 

However, instead of building on the student’s contribution by moving to the main task, this teacher 

then set off on a discussion of aspects of health which interested him because ‘this question has a 

real effect in the world’ (T 21). Although both teachers attempted to round off their discussions with 

a partial return home to the sovereign code, it was unclear whether the students understood the 

original aim of the discussion at that point: 

T I : Anyway you get the idea health professionals would need to refer to some definition of 

health 

T 21: the point is that you both […] have expressed kind of general opinions about the topic 

before you start, which is really useful. […]that allows you guys to read the sources a bit 

more critically. 

 

Spontaneous teachable moments 

The summary analysis for spontaneous teachable moments (STMs) is shown in Table 3. For 

comparison, the second column shows whether these teachers attempted any planned teachable 

moments involving student interaction and returning home to sovereign code. As the triggers for 

STMs are unpredictable, spontaneous pathways were more varied and often more complex 

compared to the PTMs. Thirteen out of 32 teachers departed from the planned lesson to deliver a 

total of 26 STMs, taking an average of 4:30 minutes for each, a similar duration to PTMs. Most 

teachers responded to just one or two STMs but two experienced teachers on the longest course, 

with the lowest-proficiency students, delivered five and three STMs. This significantly larger number 

of STMs stemmed from the fact that they did not actually teach the lesson as designed. They both 

commented early in their recordings that they thought the material was too difficult for their low 
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proficiency level students and also that students were tired. These teachers exercised considerable 

agency in using the lesson as a platform to support student revision for the assessed coursework. 

Both of these teachers had one or two years’ previous experience teaching the course in-person and 

were responding to the needs of their students as they perceived them at this point in the course.  

 

Eight STMs were one-way trips, ending in the introjected or projected codes, while three were 

return trips (T 8, T 22 & T 24). Fifteen STMs made tours to at least three different codes with three of 

these making a partial return to the sovereign code (T 2, T 5, T14). PTMs are more salient and more 

clearly linked to learning outcomes in the materials so teachers are more likely to recognise and 

respond to these prompts. STM recognition competes for space in teachers’ cognitive capacity (Tsui, 

2003) with managing the learning approach and the technical affordances so it is harder for teachers 

to make links to learning outcomes and bring trips or tours back to the sovereign code. 

 

Most STMs related explicitly or implicitly to the assessed coursework, due for submission the 

following day, or to the end of course exam, which took the autonomy pathway into the projected 

code (PA+, RA–) using the same content for a different purpose.  For example, some student 

questions, which prompted STMs for T 2 (two questions from one student), T 8, T 12 and T 31, 

involved requests for clarification about which concepts needed to be defined for a specific 

assignment and how to find contrasting viewpoints (T 2); how to give an opinion in writing (T 8); the 

meaning of nuanced (T 12) and when to use ‘I’ in writing (T 31). Fifteen STMs (from eight teachers) 

involved interaction with one or more students, although this could be minimal responses in the 

chat function. Eleven (from six teachers) were monologues. Interaction for STMs led to fewer 

collaborative conversations than for PTMs. 
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Teacher PTM 
returned 
home 

Trigger for STM Time for 
STM 
(min:sec) 

Interaction One way 
or return 
trip * 

Tour * Return 
home * 

14 week programme 
Entry level equivalent to IELTS 4.0 
T 2 PTM 2 no 

interaction 
Student 
question 1:12 

Yes   S–E–I–S 
part 

T 2 Referencing 4:37 Yes S–P   
T 2 Student 

question 1:49 
Yes  S–E–I  

T 2 Assessment 2:00 Yes S–P   
T 2 New e.g./text 9:07 No  S–P–E–P  
T 5 PTM 2 no 

interaction 
New e.g./text 1:15 No  S–P–E–I  

T 5 Assessment 
4:31 

No  S–I–E–I–
P 

 

T 5 Avoiding 
plagiarism + 
Referencing 4:05 

No   S–E–I–P–I 
–E–I–S 
part 

10 week programme 
Entry level equivalent to IELTS 5.0 
T 6 PTM 1 with 

interaction 
Using sources + 
Referencing 4:55 

No S–P   

T 6 Avoiding 
plagiarism 3:30 

No S–P   

T 8 PTM 1 with 
interaction 

Student 
question 1:14 

No S–I–S   

T 10  Assessment 6:14 Yes S–I   
6 week programme 
Entry level equivalent to IELTS 5.5 
T 12 PTM 2 with 

interaction 
Student 
question 5:19 

Yes  S–E–I  

T 12 Avoiding 
plagiarism 2:08 

Yes  S–E–I  

T 14  Feedback on 
writing 8:43 

Yes   S–E–I–S 
part 

T 14  Referencing (1:06) Yes  (–E–I–P)  
T 17 PTM 1 no 

interaction 
Using sources 2:37 No S–P   

T 17 Avoiding 
plagiarism + 
New e.g. or text 4:00 

No  S–P–E  

T 18 PTM 2 no 
interaction 

New e.g. or text 
Using sources 6:21 

Yes  S–E–I  

T20 PTM 1 with 
interaction 

New e.g. or text 3:47 Yes  S–E–I–P  
T20 Using sources 8:27 Yes S–I   
T 22 PTM 1 with 

interaction 
New e.g. or text 2:57 No  S–E–I  

T 22 Assessment 4:47 No S–P–S   
T 24 PTM 1 no 

interaction 
Teacher 
question 3:12 

Yes S–I–S   

T 24 Using sources 7:39 Yes S–I   
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T 31 PTM 1 with 
interaction 

Student 
question 6:02 

Yes  S–E–I  

Average time 4:30     
Standard deviation 2:22     

*  S = sovereign, E = exotic, I = introjected, P = projected. A one way trip might be S  P. A return trip might be 
S  I  S or S  P  S. A tour might be S  E  I. A return (or part return) home would finish with  S. 

Table 3 Summary data for Spontaneous Teachable Moments (STMs) for 13 teachers 

 

STMs triggered by the source extracts in the procedural task (using sources) involved modelling the 

links between the source extracts (T 6); revising the criteria for evaluating the quality of sources (T 

17); introducing a similarly old definition of another concept (a computer) to justify the relevance of 

the WHO definition (T 18); a close reading of source extracts to understand how they adopt a critical 

perspective (T 20 and T 22). Only T 6 made explicit reference to assessment for this STM referring to 

the need to critically evaluate sources in the coursework, due for submission the following day.  

T 6: When I look at your annotated bibliography, I should be able to see that there's links 

between these sources. They're not just a random selection of sources but they should all 

link. 

 

Teachers also diverted, at several points in the lesson, to review referencing conventions, drawing 

students’ attention to the use of integral or non-integral in-text citation (T 2); the use of direct 

quotations and the format of in-text references (T 5); the format of a references list (T 6); or the 

need to match an in-text reference with a bibliographic reference at the end (T 14). These teachers 

made links between feedback they had given on student drafts of the coursework and 

improvements in referencing that would help to get a better mark in coursework.  

T 2: it's good to also include some integral citations, because they look good in your writing. 

T 2: [discussing an exemplar text] please look at how many in text citations there are here. 

There is not one paragraph that doesn't have an in text citation, and in fact there is an in text 

citation at almost every few sentences, so this is what you're writing should look like. […] OK, 

so even if your ideas are getting confused and you're finding that English language hard, you 

know. Get your citations right. It's an easy way of getting a good grade of upping your grade. 
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T 5: So technically you're allowed to quote things from other texts if you use quotation marks 

and you quote the page that you copied it from, but I don't recommend doing it, It's 

definitely not going to increase your score, it's going to lower your score, in fact.  

T 6: You need to check and make sure your references lists are edited correctly otherwise you 

will lose marks. 

T 14: You did put some in-text references but you didn’t put references at the end. If you put 

in-text references you should always indicate the references at the end. 

 

In departing from the prepared lesson to follow spontaneous teachable moments, most teachers 

made one-way trips, return trips or tours and did not reconnect explicitly to the sovereign content 

and purpose of the lesson using power words: writer’s voice, critical evaluation, nuanced stance. This 

despite the fact that accurate referencing, critical evaluation of sources, finding a perspective and 

giving an opinion or using ‘I’ in writing can all be seen as aspects of developing an identity as a 

confident academic writer, i.e. of writer’s voice.  

 

The STM that gave the most insight into teachers’ understanding of the concept of writer’s voice (or 

lack of this) was the way they discussed avoiding plagiarism. This arose during the analytical phase of 

the lesson because the conclusions to the exemplar student texts both contained phrases copied 

from the source extracts without accurate citation. Three teachers (T 5, T 6 and T 17) recommended 

avoiding direct quotation or using form-focused paraphrasing: 

T 5: So technically you're allowed to quote things from other texts if you use quotation marks 

and you quote the page that you copied it from, but I don't recommend doing it. It's 

definitely not going to increase your score […]. What you need to do is use, yeah, exactly your 

own understanding from the article. Paraphrase and cite. That means use your own words 

and say where you read this idea. 

T 6: One way you can paraphrase is to think of synonyms or change the structure, the order 

of words or clauses. 

T 17: You must use your own words and not just change words, change the order of the 

writing, change the expression. 
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This advice focuses on surface manipulation of sentences in texts rather than the purpose for 

including ideas from sources. It is likely to lead to writing that lists a ‘string of pearls’, which lecturers 

specifically ask their students to avoid. This advice can be contrasted with T 12 , who provides a 

study tip, and T 15 (in a gloss not an STM) who provides a suggestion closer to the learning outcome 

of activating writer’s voice. 

T 12: It is difficult to paraphrase. My tip for this is when you have a lot of reading to do next 

year, my tip is read one text think about it but take notes the next day what you remember 

what’s important. So you will avoid accidentally copying the actual text if you leave a 12, 24 

hour gap between reading and taking notes. […] You can go back to the original to check 

accuracy but you will have avoided plagiarism of words. 

T 15: Yeah, she [student B] should be using her words but also not just simply paraphrasing 

it, but taking it beyond […], not just substituting it for synonyms, but understanding it and 

interpreting it. And yeah, putting it into her argument, implementing it in her own text. Kind 

of as you would have seen student A does very effectively.  

Both these teachers are supporting students to transfer the main concept and learning outcome of 

the lesson to their future studies. 

 

Teacher reflections 

A small number of teachers, who returned to teach the courses in 2021, agreed to view the 

recording of their 2020 lesson and reflect on how they might teach it differently. The LCT concepts of 

Semantics and Autonomy together with the initial analysis of teachable moments in this data was 

presented during teacher induction in 2021, framed by the course manager as ‘finding out what 

good online EAP teaching looked like’. These reflections show that LCT concepts and analysis can 

provide rich triggers for teachers to develop metacognitive understanding of content and procedural 

knowledge of EAP. 

T 3: [What would I have done differently?] I would’ve been calmer about ‘getting through 

the slides’ and instead homed in more closely on one or two of them. I would’ve spent more 

time listening to student answers to questions or spent more time checking their 

understanding. 
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T 14: although I did interrupt the lesson to focus on plagiarizing and paraphrasing, I did not 

specifically link them to writer’s voice, which was one of the basic aims of the lesson. 

T 14: I am more aware of the importance of creating a class community and I am trying to 

encourage that with my students this year. 

T 16: I hope to be able to put the students into break-out rooms to discuss more of the 

questions before coming back to a whole-class forum. This will lead to less talking from me. I 

will also try to label ideas explicitly as, e.g., critical thinking. 

T 20: I will try to build on the opportunities for more student interaction. 

The LCT analysis of planned and spontaneous teachable moments gave these teachers a deeper 

insight into their practice at the moments in the lesson where they had most choice, perhaps leading 

to greater confidence in dealing with both planned and spontaneous teachable moments. The 

framework of questions developed in this study could be used to reflect on their future 

performance. 

 

Conclusion 

This study aimed to understand what constitutes effective teaching in online synchronous EAP 

classrooms and how an analysis of planned  and spontaneous teachable moments could help EAP 

course designers, materials writers and teachers to monitor the effectiveness of their practice. We 

have demonstrated how the Autonomy dimension from Legitimation Code Theory (Maton & 

Howard, 2018; Maton, 2020) can be enacted to dynamically track the ebb and flow of teachable 

moments in an online lesson as they unfold. The Autonomy dimension  was operationalised for a 

lesson on activating writer’s voice through a translation device, which was developed iteratively in 

tandem with the data analysis. The focus on teachable moments (Myhill & Warren, 2005; Haug, 

2014) enabled us to uncover some of the knowledge practices of teachers at the points in recorded 

online lessons where they were free to follow pathways not clearly related to the target learning 

outcomes. At these points, teachers’ underlying theories of  EAP content knowledge and pedagogical 

knowledge became most evident, enabling the identification of teaching practices that are 

considered legitimate, i.e. preferred by the course designers in this EAP context.  
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Legitimation Code Theory, makes strong claims about the importance of integrative knowledge 

building to bring together a variety of knowledge domains, such as students’ and teachers world 

knowledge, through pathways which return to the target knowledge domain (Maton & Howard, 

2018, p. 30). Effective teaching for knowledge building requires teachers to ‘exercise considerable 

agency in their pedagogic decisions’ (Maton & Howard, 2018, p. 30) to support collaborative 

conversations between teacher and students, (Glaswell & Parr, 2009; van Lier, 2008; Laurillard, 

2002). Metacognitive knowledge, ‘mindful abstractions of knowledge items’ (Monbec, 2018, p. A-

89), is made explicit using power words (Martin, 2013) enabling transfer of learning to other 

contexts such as degree studies. The analysis of teachable moments in the recorded lessons using 

the Autonomy dimension goes beyond their static characterisation as planned or spontaneous, 

capitalized or missed (Haug, 2014), to identify dynamic teaching practices which are more or less 

effective in supporting knowledge transfer. 

 

Delivery of planned teachable moments designed into the lesson and spontaneous teachable 

moments initiated by students or teachers was compared in terms of autonomy pathways. The 

analysis shows that while teachers were generally conscious of the requirements of lesson tasks and 

course assessments and were able to direct students along relevant pathways, explicit labelling with 

power words of the concept of writer’s voice in their teachable moments was relatively rare. 

Teacher agency in enabling integrative knowledge building for transfer to new learning contexts was 

somewhat  limited.  We identified several contributory factors: both teachers and course designers 

experienced a number of constraints stemming from the need to respond quickly to the move to 

online teaching. These included lack of time to develop materials for a truly flipped learning 

approach and a lack of clear guidance within the materials on the meddler-in-the-middle role 

(Macwilliam, 2008) that teachers could adopt to facilitate collaborative conversations. There were 

new affordances associated with the online platform but also technical challenges, which meant 
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teachers had less time and cognitive capacity (Tsui, 2003) to characterise teachable moments in 

terms of learning outcomes, or confidence in their freedom to depart from the planned lesson in 

principled ways. Despite these challenges, a number of examples of good practice were drawn from 

the data and teacher reflections from PSE 2021 show teachers reflecting on their own understanding 

of the knowledge base of EAP and how to teach this effectively. Teachers, materials writers and 

course designers could apply the following set of questions, developed in this study, to better 

engage with what students bring to their classrooms and better support integrative knowledge 

building in their teaching. 

• Does the classroom/online space give equal opportunity for contributions from all 

students in a learning conversation (whether plenary or small group)? 

• Are teachers confident enough in their understanding of the materials to elicit and work 

with student knowledge and experience (move to the exotic code)? 

• Can practitioners see and make the connection between student knowledge and 

experience and the learning aims of the lesson (tour to the introjected code)? 

• Can practitioners demonstrate explicitly how the task outcomes deliver the learning 

outcomes (return to the sovereign code)? 

• Is the learning conceptualised in power words to enable transfer to degree studies? 
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